
3F Fillippi
Products cover any possible indoor and outdoor application, with luminaires that combine the best lighting results with energy saving features. Luminaires manufactured using top quality 
raw materials that are assembled complying with the strictest European and international safety standards.

Articulight  
Innovative and high-quality LED lighting, color changers, graphic projectors, searchlights, automated moving lights and control systems for entertainment, architectural, retail and display 
markets.

Acclaim Lighting

Innovative and advanced lighting technology, including high performance controller units for entertainment and architectural lighting demands. We are a worldwide, established, key 
supplier for prestigious architectural and urban lighting demands as well as for challenging unique appearance of high profile monuments, cultural venues, luxury hotels, theme parks, 
cruise ships, TV-studio sets and office spaces.

Amerlux
Award-winning portfolio includes innovative interior and exterior lighting products that deliver striking aesthetics, unmatched rendering and superior performance through advanced 
engineering and connectivity. 

Atlantic Lighting 
Architectural & commercial grade recessed fixtures, cylinders, low/highbays in LED and other lamp sources. Linear manufacturer of suspended, recessed, perimeter, cove and other 
fixture types. LED and Fluorescent.  Fast, flexible and reliable. 

AZZ Rigalite
Global provider of metal coatings services, welding solutions, specialty electrical equipment and highly engineered services to the markets of power generation, transmission, 
distribution and industrial in protecting metal and electrical systems used to build and enhance the world’s infrastructure. 

Barron Lighting Group Exitronix (LED exit signs), SpecialtyLED (offering of decorative LED lighting for both indoor and outdoor applications), and Indoor Grow Science (growing lights).

B-K Lighting Precision-machined, specification-quality landscape and pathway lighting fixtures

BL Innovative Lighting One of the premier manufacturers of custom-built Fiber Optic Lighting and LED Systems

Boca Flasher High-quality LED, luminaires linear and others, in white light and RGB

Camman Lighting

You choose a forward-minded lighting company with a commitment to customer service.
You choose a manufacturer with over half a century of experience.
You choose a comprehensive team of lighting experts who will go above and beyond to bring your vision to life.

Clarte Lighting

Clarté has designed and tooled optics to provide LED illumination that mimics the aesthetics of a point light source. A strong center beam candle intensity, soft feathered edges and soft 
ambient fields of light overlay the beam field to improve the array fixture to fixture, with no visible imperfections. Once a near perfect beam of light is created, the ability to add up to 3 or 4 
accessories per Clarté LED fixture allows the lighting professional to create and manipulate the field of light to any desired shape, effect, and color per fixture visually.  Lastly, being able to 
add the RGBW spectrum of light to any fixture type per project creates seamless integration of architectural and theatrical lighting elements. 

ClearWorld
Alternative energy systems provider, whose primary function is to design and to retrofit energy-efficient systems that reduce utility operating and maintenance costs in pursuit of grid 
independence.

Colornix

Cole Lighting
Product mix between high-quality standard product lines including Steplites, Downlites, Plugging Boxes, Signlighters, Church Lites, Signage; and, a very diverse mixture of Custom Lighting 
such as Lightrail illuminated handrail, interior and exterior luminaries, retrofit LED Steplites, and historic fixture refurbishment and replication.

Cireon Design and manufacture optimum lighting systems for commercial and industrial use, with cutting-edge technologies and processes

Con-Tech Lighting Energy efficient track lighting, cable, rail, recessed incandescent, low voltage and compact fluorescent luminaries

Dabmar Lighting Outdoor flood, path, accent, in-grade, and underwater lighting

Dalume
Applications engineered for quality and reliability in performance, construction and aesthetics. Energy efficient lighting solutions that benefit commercial industries and serve to offer 
maximum visual ergonomics for architectural interiors.

Design Plan Manufactures high quality products for the outdoor commercial and institutional markets.

Del Toro Lighting Our Classic Designs are timeless representations of our skilled metal work and quality craftsmanship.

Electric Mirror

Electric Mirror is the global leader in Lighted Mirrors and Mirror TV Technology™. We have been serving the hospitality and residential industries for over two decades with product lines 
that include Lighted Mirrors, Smart Mirrors, Mirror TVs, Waterproof TVs, Mirrored Cabinets, Corridor Lighting, Wardrobe Mirrors, and Makeup Mirrors. Electric Mirror’s presence in the 
luxury hotel industry is known throughout the design community as simply unsurpassed.

Electrix Illumination
Manufacturer of advanced linear LED systems for indoor and outdoor applications, cove and Indirect lighting for the architectural lighting community. Custom or OEM fixtures, modify 
standards and build exactly what may be required to successfully complete a project. 

Elliptipar Lighting Specification-grade asymmetric lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor

ELS (Electronic Lighting Science) One of few vertically integrated LED manufacturers and suppliers in the world

Energy Solutions Inc Provides a full line of high-performance T5 high-bay luminares

Engineered Lighting Products Cove, indirect, and wall-wash lighting

Environmental Lights
We partner with our customers from project inception, through planning, specification and installation of their LED lighting systems to ensure we create solutions that match their exact 
needs.

FC Lighting
Innovative, high-value solutions to our strategic partners by manufacturing highly effective, earth friendly products. A foremost leader worldwide in research and development for creative 
LED applications.

First Light Technologies Designers and manufactures of architectural quality, solar lighting products for pedestrian applications

Focus Industries Low-voltage landscape lighting fixtures



Glamox
Leading supplier of lighting solutions to the professional building market, offering complete product ranges for schools, healthcare facilities, commercial and industrial buildings, retail 
facilities, hotels and restaurants.

Hatch Premier independent, full-line power supply manufacturer in the industry. Whether you need transformers, HID ballasts, fluorescent ballasts, or LED drivers, Hatch has you covered.

Hevi Lite Inc. Outdoor precision-machined, cast & formed architectural lighting

Hi-Lite Manufacturing Company Premier lighting manufacturerthat uses only the finest raw materials, inspirational designs, and unparalleled service

Insight Lighting
High performance architectural lighting for the energy-conscious design market, offering 19 families of lighting products for a wide variety of architectural applications. The industry’s 
greatest variety of white and color changing LED platforms with custom optic designs to illuminate coves, ceilings, walls, facades and many other architectural details.

Kichler
Kichler brings you an unparalleled variety of exciting style families, unique finishes, fresh colors and unequaled quality. Simply select a style and then choose among the many fixtures – 
from chandeliers and Chandelettes® to wall sconces and ceiling mounts along with matching ceiling fans – all provided within the very same distinctive family collection.

Klus Design Klus LLC is a manufacturer of aluminum extrusion designs and an evolving component system to integrate flexible LED circuits into your everyday living space. 

Lamar Lighting Acknowledged leader and innovator in fluorescent lighting, with a wide assortment of Fluorescent Fixtures for residential, commercial, and industrial use

LDPI Lighting Lighting solutions for hazardous locations, industrial, and commercial applications

Legion Lighting Complete line of fluorescent lighting fixtures, and designs of special units to meet job requirements in commercial, industrial, retail and institutional facilities

Light Emitting Designs

Light Emitting Designs is a world leading manufacturer of high quality LED lighting fixtures. The company’s patented technologies and innovative optical design enable reliability and ultra 
high efficacy, which is revolutionizing the LED lighting industry. Our product line delivers flexible lighting solutions for residential, commercial, industrial, hazardous location and public 
infrastructure applications.

Lightway
Whether the need is for architectural-inspired fixtures at affordable prices or more value-oriented fixtures, Lightway offers a wide range of choices that are manufactured”to exacting quality 
standards.

Ligman Lighting USA Design, manufacture, and distribute world-class, high-efficiency, top-quality outdoor lighting products

Liton Lighting Commercial/residential recessed and track lighting

Lumascape Manufacturers of exterior, in ground and underwater lighting products

Lumenton Lighting Distinctive exterior lighting

Lumux A diverse selection of products designed primarily of LED, to satisfy exterior lighting requirements

Lumingen Technologies
Our goal is to provide the ultimate lighting solutions for our clients by developing LED luminaires that outperforms all of the competition both in efficiency and product life. Using only the 
highest quality components and manufacturing protocols, we guarantee that our products will outlast any luminaires in the market place.

MP Lighting
Specializes in manufacturing specification-grade architectural LED fixtures, as well as Low Voltage, Line Voltage, and Multi-Circuit Track Systems.   Products are suited for commercial, 
institutional, industrial, hospitality, and residential applications.

New Star Lighting Leading manufacturer of quality driven luminaires for over 25 years, with market segments including confinement, high abuse, vandal resistant architectural, cleanroom and healthcare.

Oxygen
Paris Mirror Contemporary cutting-edge design and the desire to produce and deliver the best products in the field of LED (light emitting diode) Mirrors. 

Pathway Lighting Manufactures a complete line of lighting products for commercial, institutional, and residential applications.

Pemco Lighting
Custom fabrication, machining and finishing for many industries in addition to the lighting industry including electronics, medical, and electronic surveillance. The expertise used to make 
and finish a wide variety of precision parts is used to produce specification grade lighting fixtures, poles and many site accessories.

Pure Edge Lighting
PureEdge Lighting has developed architectural LED lighting tools that empower you to not only design your space but also the fixtures you envision. Modern, innovative, and personalized, 
PureEdge Lighting’s latest developments defy the boundaries of traditional lighting to allow for a design that is truly your own

Quorum International
Our line of products boasts impressive versatility, as we offer an enormous selection of unique designs and styles, with over 1200 fans and nearly 3000 lighting fixtures. Whether you 
are revamping a room, designing your dream house, or simply lighting and cooling your patio, we have you covered

Savant Systems Lighting control systems for residential and commercial projects

Specialty Lighting Industries High-end lighting solutions

Spectrum

The Spectrum Lighting factory is vertically integrated to produce all major fixture components. Equipment includes 24 metal spinning lathes, 40 presses, automatic polishing, a full CNC 
machine/tool room, CNC metal fabrication presses, and a complete finishing department. This array of machinery plus skilled employees allow us to design, tool, and produce our own 
reflectors, housing and components. Proudly we say we're one of the few lighting manufactures able to produce all of our products "In House".

Spotlite-USA Spotlite products have been proven through years of successful performance in demanding environments. Whether hospitality, commercial, or residential, Spotlite has the right product.

SSL (Solid State Luminaires)
Manufacturer of next-generation LED technology at an affordable cost. Exhaustive research, a network of worldwide partners and utilization of the best technology available has culminated 
to form Solid State Luminaires, your premier LED solution provider.

Super Postes
We provide to the entire Mexican Republic with all the quality of GE, its technology and experience of more than 25 years of our engineers specialists in design for your application, 
assemble and install Superpostes.

Tarengo Design
We are a company dedicated to the high-end residential and commercial custom design products.  We have the ability to create almost any special design in metals, such as wrought 
iron, iron and sand cast in aluminum , bronze and steel, in pieces up to 500 pounds.



Tambient Furniture-based linear lighting

Tech Lighting Unique hi-tech low voltage lighting. Cable, canopy, and flexible mono-rail track systems.

Teka Lighting Elegant landscape and site fixtures, handcrafted in timeless materials

Tempo Industries Offers a wide variety of lighting including Theater Step & Aisle Lighting and Interior Decorative Lighting

Times Square Lighting Theatrical & architectural lighting

Tokistar Lighting Cove lighting with xenon and LED light sources

USAI Lighting Specification-grade point source fixtures (down lights, adjustable, and wall wash) for commercial and residential applications

Visa Lighting The most recognized US brand in performance decorative lighting

Visual Lighting Technologies Fiber optic and LED lighting

Wendelighting Specialty lighting for picture framing and fine art display

Zaneen High quality decorative, architectural, and outdoor lighting


